
Airbus Flight Control Laws: The
Reconfiguration Laws

The Airbus Flight Control Laws play a crucial role in ensuring the safety and
efficiency of Airbus aircraft. These laws provide pilots with intuitive and
predictable control over the aircraft, allowing them to respond to various flight
situations effectively. Among the many flight control laws, the reconfiguration laws
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have emerged as a significant aspect that warrants attention and understanding.
In this article, we delve into the details of the Airbus Flight Control Laws - The
Reconfiguration Laws, exploring their purpose, operation, and impact on flight
safety.

Understanding Flight Control Laws

Flight control laws are a set of software algorithms and hardware components
that govern the behavior of an aircraft's control surfaces, such as ailerons,
elevators, rudders, and spoilers. Airbus aircraft are equipped with multiple flight
control laws categorized into three main modes - Normal Law, Alternate Law, and
Direct Law. These modes determine the degree of control the pilot has over the
aircraft in different flight situations. The reconfiguration laws sit within the Normal
Law mode and provide pilots with added layers of flight envelope protection and
system redundancy.
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The Purpose of Reconfiguration Laws

The primary purpose of the reconfiguration laws is to ensure that the aircraft
remains within a safe flight envelope, even when encountering unusual flight
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conditions or system failures. These laws monitor the aircraft's performance,
detect anomalies, and automatically adapt the flight control system to prevent a
loss of control or destabilization. By reconfiguring the control surfaces and
adjusting control sensitivity, the reconfiguration laws assist the pilot in maintaining
stable flight and mitigating potential hazards.

Operation of Reconfiguration Laws

The reconfiguration laws rely on a variety of sensors and data inputs to assess
the flight situation accurately. These inputs include airspeed, angle of attack, load
factors, and control surface positions, among others. By continuously analyzing
this data, the reconfiguration laws can determine the configuration best suited for
the prevailing flight conditions. If an abnormality is detected, such as excessive
roll or pitch rates, the laws intervene to modify the aircraft's control surface
movements, ensuring stability and preventing potential accidents.

Impact on Flight Safety

Without the reconfiguration laws, certain flight situations or system failures could
pose significant risks to the safety of the aircraft and its occupants. By providing
additional protection and control adaptability, these laws significantly enhance
flight safety. The reconfiguration laws enable Airbus aircraft to operate within their
safe flight envelope even in unexpected scenarios, reducing the chances of loss
of control or catastrophic failures. The ability of the laws to automatically adjust
the aircraft's control system also alleviates the workload on pilots, enabling them
to focus on other critical aspects of the flight.

The Airbus Flight Control Laws - The Reconfiguration Laws represent a vital
element in the design and functioning of Airbus aircraft. By prioritizing safety,
these laws ensure that pilots are equipped with reliable and functional flight
control systems. The reconfiguration laws play a crucial role in detecting



anomalies, maintaining stable flight, and preventing potential accidents or loss of
control. With continuous advancements in technology, Airbus remains committed
to improving and refining their flight control laws to further enhance flight safety
and efficiency.
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Continuing the discussion on Airbus flight control laws started with Airbus A330
Normal Law: Putting fly-by-wire into perspective. Covered here are the Airbus
reconfiguration laws, those that become effective when Normal law can no longer
function. It provides additional insight into these flight control laws for the pilots
who fly them and for interested aviation enthusiasts.
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